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levies, with billions in purchasing power withdrawn from
the volume of circulating money. Others attacked the federal
bookkeeping which used these funds for paying current gov-
ernment expenses, leaving LO.U/s in the reserve account. A
company of liberals who had battled long for social security
assailed the act as invoking a hodgepodge of forty-eight state
systems, and some doubted whether unemployment funds ac-
cumulated in the heavily industrialized states, whose econ-
omy always stood in precarious equilibrium, would be ade-
quate to meet a real test*
A minor crisis was weathered successfully in late 1937 and
early 1938. In August began a business recession which anti-
New Dealers promptly dubbed the "Roosevelt depression/*
It came about partly because of sharp retrenchment, at their
insistence, in the WPA and other agencies of federal spend-
ing. Additional factors were stock speculation, overproduc-
tion and big inventories that outpaced purchasing power,
contraction of credit under more stringent bank-reserve re-
quirements, labor troubles and businesses continued distrust
of the New Deal. The president's census in the autumn dis-
closed nearly six million totally unemployed, two million
jobless save for relief work and three and a quarter million
partially employed. This was better than the fifteen or six-
teen million of March, 1933, though not spectacularly so.
That the hardest problem of all, unemployment, had not
been mastered by the New Deal, was plain.
The general economic structure of the country, however,
proved distinctly firmer than five years before, as Roosevelt
noted in observing that *'banking and business and fanning
are not falling apart like the one-boss shay as they did in the
* Eleanor L. Dulles, "Financing Old-Age Insurance/' Am. Acad. of Polit.
and Social Sci., Annals, CCII, 176-183, reviews a considerable body of this
criticism but thinks it unwarranted. An attack by a social-security pioneer is
Abraham Epstein's "Our Social Insecurity Act," Harper's Mag., CLXXII
(1935), 55-66. A more temperate critic is P. H. Douglas, Social Security in the
United States (rev. edn., N. Y., 1939), chap. ix.

